
Oct.12, 1975 

 

Description: 

 

On Oct. 12, 1975, at 9:45 PM, as I was out alone, peacefully looking at the stars 

from the cycle path, with a half moon and some light beneath me from street-lamps, 

able to see only a very small long slice of the sky due to nearby houses, 2 pairs of 

lights (A&B, C&D) suddenly appeared from behind me in flight in the low sky.  

 

Each object had a small black circular center, with a large surrounding roughly 

circular, yellowish/fuzzy-white area of revolving, rolling energy. This energy layer 

was a little larger proportionately, than that of the red area surrounding its tiny 

center in the underside of the UFO seen 2 days earlier.  

 

Each object had another outer area with changing edges of soft white light around 

it, and within each coordinated pair of objects, this light held a broad touching 

contact between them: so they flew as a totally parallel, energetically connected 

pair. 

 

The flight paths of each pair were in the same general direction forward, but not 

parallel to the other pair. There seemed to be a stream of white current both 

immediately behind and in front of each set of lights, as if the pair was floating on 

mutually interlocked streams. 

 

In flight, A&B and C&D flew at a varying nearby distance to each other, irregularly 

appoaching the other pair and moving slightly away again, and continued doing this 

until they disappeared into foggy clouds: the pairs flew closely but independently. 

 

Total time about 1 and 1/4 seconds! 

 

Subjective after-thoughts:  

 

Each UFO event seems to show a wealth of new information and corroborates 

earlier sightings - they don't contradict each other, and their details seem to be 

inter-related. 

   

This showed a close-up of the loosely-contoured egg of white energy surrounding 

each flying UFO or the UFO’s center, plus each pair’s outer and mutually hooked-up 

parallel energy fields.   


